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Abstract

Due to the possibility of automatically verifying an indi-
vidual’s identity by comparing his/her face with that present
in a personal identification document, systems providing
identification must be equipped with digital manipulation
detectors. Morphed facial images can be considered a
threat among other manipulations because they are visually
indistinguishable from authentic facial photos. They can
have characteristics of many possible subjects due to the
nature of the attack. Thus, morphing attack detection meth-
ods (MADs) must be integrated into automated face recog-
nition. Following the recent advances in MADs, we inves-
tigate their effectiveness by proposing an integrated system
simulator of real application contexts, moving from known
to never-seen-before attacks.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of face spoofing has become increasingly
important in biometrics and cybersecurity over the years.
Advances in technology, especially in image and video ma-
nipulation, have seen the birth of phenomena such as deep-
fakes, face synthesis, and morphing techniques. The latter
consists of gradually transforming a face image into another
(Figure 1) and can be used for malicious purposes, for ex-
ample, to deceive a face recognition system (FRS). In fact,
it is possible to obtain false faces containing the character-
istics of multiple real faces. The result of this operation can
be maliciously exploited to share an identity document [8],
as the face resulting from a well-made morphing process
can be associated with all the contributing identities by a
human operator and an automatic FRS [23]. The problem is
even more evident if we consider that such a document can
also be used by a terrorist to evade border control.

To stem this problem, the research community has re-
cently increased the effort to create Morph Attack Detectors
(MAD). These systems aim to detect whether facial images

Figure 1. Example of morphing between two image belonging to
FRCG dataset [18].

are morphs and represent a potential aid in application con-
texts when paired with Face Recognition Systems (FRS),
such as border controls. However, to our knowledge, al-
though there are several platforms for analyzing the perfor-
mances of the individual MADs [33] and FRSs [26], none
of them extensively addresses the problem from the point
of view of integrating these systems in a single device. To
help in this analysis, a solution may refer to what is pro-
posed for evaluating the integration between matching and
presentation attack detection systems with other biometric
traits [15]. That paper showed that it is possible to depict
several application scenarios by only relying on the ROC
curves of the individual systems when sequentially com-
bined, as the process is normally intended: the authenticity
of the digital data is verified before the personal verification
stage [8]. Adapting the system reported in [15], we propose
the first analysis concerning morphing and facial recogni-
tion by testing the embedded MAD-FRS systems obtained
from four MADs and two FRSs. The results provide use-
ful elements that can be exploited in the design phase of a
robust integrated system, i.e., with a low rate of morphing
samples accepted and genuine samples rejected.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
current literature on morphing creation, its malicious usage,
and its detection to motivate our contribution. Section 3
describes the model employed for the integration between
FRSs and MADs. Section 4 describes the protocol used to
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conduct our evaluation, while section 5 reports the obtained
results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2. Morphing as Presentation Attack and Its
Detection

To our knowledge, Ferrara et al. proposed the first work
that academically explores the danger of the morphing pro-
cess concerning the possible creation of presentation attacks
(PAs) [8]. Specifically, they describe how the morphing pro-
cess can be exploited to create a PA relating to automatic
face recognition systems (FRS), also known as a morphing
attack (MA). The authors suggest morphing on a travel doc-
ument to evade automatic border controls (ABCs) [8]. This
attack, which involves an accomplice, exploits the possibil-
ity of sharing facial information by morphing two faces to
deceive both automatic FRSs and border control operators.
The process can, therefore, be described as follows. In the
first instance, the accomplice initially submits the request to
obtain a travel document using personal information. Sub-
sequently, when the competent authorities request a valid
passport photo, the accomplice sends a photo obtained by
morphing his face with the suspect’s. If the process is suc-
cessful, the offices issue the accomplice a travel document
with a photo given by the morph.

Moreover, due to morphs’ distinctive feature lies in asso-
ciating a face with each of the subjects morphed in the final
image, an identity document containing a morphed photo
could allow it to be shared between the accomplice and the
suspect. In particular, it is possible that, during identity con-
trol, the accomplice’s identity could be mistakenly associ-
ated with that of the suspect. This can happen whether the
check is carried out by an automatic facial recognition sys-
tem or a human operator since even a well-trained operator
struggles to recognize a morph from a genuine photo, espe-
cially if the latter appears to be of good quality [23].

The issue of MAs also exists in other application scenar-
ios, such as unauthorized entrance into a territory [27] and
identity checks not strictly related to traveling cases. For
example, one could use an identity document embedding
morphed images to impersonate another individual during
routine identity checks.

In parallel with the development of systems to counter
this attack, the research community has proposed methods
and models for creating increasingly higher-quality morphs,
aiming to train ever better systems capable of recognizing
them. Therefore, in addition to the detection methods de-
scribed in Subsection 2.2, we provide a brief overview of
the morph generation methods in Subsection 2.1, to facil-
itate the contextualization of the analysis proposed in this
paper.

2.1. Morph generation techniques

Although the research community proposed various tech-
niques for generating facial morphs, most of them could be
summarized into two main approaches, namely approaches
based on landmarks and those based on deep learning.

In particular, the first class of techniques combines facial
landmark detection [4] with geometric transformations to
combine the source faces. The identification of landmarks
allows the extraction of spatial and geometric facial infor-
mation, which can then be used for an alignment phase be-
tween the contributing faces, implemented through appro-
priate scaling and rotation operations. The alignment mini-
mizes the relative distance between the corresponding facial
landmarks, thus facilitating subsequent operations. After
the alignment, it is possible to proceed with the actual de-
formation phase, which further minimizes the relative dis-
tance between the corresponding facial landmarks. Various
methods have been proposed to perform such a deforma-
tion, such as interpolation [24]. Finally, the colors of the
starting images are blended at the single pixel level through
a generally linear combination of the intensities of the rela-
tive pixels of the images obtained in the previous step, tak-
ing into account the influence of each image in the color
blending process [22]. Generally, this process is followed
by a post-processing phase, which aims to eliminate or limit
artifacts on the morphed image, not present on the con-
tributing images, mainly due to the color deformation and
blending processes. A possible solution is to apply morph-
ing only in the area of one of the contributing faces and then
use the related background through blending.FaceMorpher
1 and WebMorph 2 are two examples of this technique.

The second type of attack involves techniques based on
deep learning for extracting facial information and morph
synthesis. In particular, these techniques are generally
based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [9]. To
our knowledge, the first network used in the literature for
generating morphs is the MorGAN [5], which adapts the
BiGAN architecture [7] to generate low-resolution facial
morphs. A significant improvement in the quality of the
morphs was achieved through MIPGAN and MIPGAN-II
[12], based on the StyleGAN and StyleGAN 2 architec-
tures, respectively, which include a modification to the net-
work architecture and the introduction of a new loss func-
tion, making the outputs dangerous for commercial recogni-
tion systems and those based on deep learning [35]. Despite
the generally higher graphic quality of the images compared
to landmark-based techniques and the absence of artefacts
caused by their use, deep learning techniques can still suffer
from visual deformations unique to these types of genera-
tive techniques, such as nose and eye distortions or unreal-

1https://github.com/alyssaq/face morpher
2https://debruine.github.io/project/webmorph/
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istic colour rendering.

2.2. Morph detection techniques

Techniques for Morphing Attack Detection (MAD) can be
divided into two main categories: Single-Image MAD (S-
MAD) and Differential MAD (D-MAD) [33].

The first group comprises all MAD approaches that do
not employ reference images to determine if an image is
morphed or bona-fide, but identifies specific artefacts within
the image created by the morphing process. The S-MAD
category may be further divided into several methodologies
for artefact detection [33].

Textural algorithm analysis uses textual descriptors such
as BSIF, LPB, or LPQ [20] to extract features from face
images and use them for classification. The main disadvan-
tage of this approach is related to the lack of robustness to
the noise introduced in the image, for example, due to the
scan process of a printed image, as in the case of the typical
document check-in border control [26].

Algorithms that analyze the quality aim to detect im-
age degradation due to possible morphing, for example, by
identifying JPEG compression artefacts [33]. Another ap-
proach involves the variation analysis of the noise pattern,
aiming to detect the spectral components’ alteration caused
by the morphing process [6]. However, the effectiveness of
this technique is strictly dependent on the post-processing
technique used. Some works remove the noise pattern from
the image and analyze it for artifacts that may indicate a
possible morphing process, such as discontinuities at the
pixel level [32], while deep learning-based methods use
neural networks as feature extractors [21]. Finally, hybrid
methods use different feature extractors to classify morphed
and bona-fide images to obtain better performance at the
cost of a greater computational load [33].

Despite the evolution of the S-MAD techniques in terms
of performance, the lack of a reference image represents a
limitation for this approach, as the artifacts can either be
caused by other processes independent from the morphing
one [13] or be mitigated in the post-processing phase. This
problem is partially overcome by using D-MAD techniques,
which also involve a reference image in the classification
process to compare with the image that must be analyzed
directly. Therefore, these techniques are based on the dif-
ference between the features extracted from the two images.
For example, these features can be extracted and compared
using Siamese network architectures [30].

While strategies and systems to identify this attack con-
stantly evolve, new methods for producing more realistic
morphs to defeat automatic systems are also being devel-
oped. However, in this arms race, we often forget the big
picture: if attacks aim to overcome MAD systems while
preserving their ability to overcome facial recognition sys-
tems, what will be the effect of integrating them in a spe-

Figure 2. Use case of an integrated system between MAD and
FRS: at ABCs the presented document ID may not correspond to
the user (zero-effort impostor) or contain a morphed image.

cific scenario? Furthermore, will the best MAD system in a
given context also provide the best system integrated with a
facial recognizer? Or could a system created by combining
it with a slightly less performing MAD be better overall?

In this context, we propose using a framework that en-
sures that designers can answer these questions to allow an
optimal choice of the MAD and FRS pair concerning the
target application scenario.

3. Simulation of MAD embedding in a FRS

The main problem of integration between an FRS and a
MAD lies in the difficulty of empirically testing and eval-
uating these systems under various conditions, especially
when dealing with sophisticated morphing attacks that are
not well-represented in SOTA datasets or entirely unknown.
This motivates the need for a specific protocol that is able to
provide the performance of embedded systems without the
practical difficulties stated above.

Based on the findings of Micheletto et al. [15], who
proposed a simulator, called BIOWISE, that allows the
study and design of the fusion of Presentation Attack (PA)
detectors into fingerprint verification systems, we explore
whether this type of simulation can be transposed to the
field of morphing detection. This simulator for the sequen-
tial combination of two non-zero error-free systems is a sig-
nificant step forward in biometric security. The key advan-
tages of BIOWISE include the ability to simulate integrated
error rates, system design flexibility, and meta-design pro-
cess support. Its application in the field of morphing detec-
tion would depict the potential effects of the sequential fu-
sion on the overall performance while considering specific
morphs and an estimated probability of being attacked.

When considering the application of this methodology
to the MAD/FRS integration, it’s crucial to recognize the
distinct context and operational dynamics of morphing at-
tacks compared to other PA types. The BIOWISE simu-
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lation framework can be adapted to explore the fusion of
MAD into verification systems, but it will need a few key
adjustments and considerations. In the fingerprint case,
the probes (bona-fide or attack presentations) are compared
with a gallery of genuine templates. In the case of MAD,
however, morphing is usually embedded in an identity doc-
ument (Figure 2) to bypass an automatic FRS such as those
present in ABCs.

Therefore, the morphing attack was created before a re-
quest for an identity document that a human operator val-
idates. Subsequently, this document is used in an auto-
matic FRS, which evaluates whether the presented docu-
ment matches the presenter’s true identity. Adapting the
BIOWISE simulator to MAD scenarios involves redefin-
ing the probabilistic relationships to reflect the unique chal-
lenges of morphing attacks accurately. This includes mod-
eling the probability of a morphed image bypassing the
MAD system and the probability of successful authentica-
tion. In this use case, we use the image embedded in the
identity document as a probe and the presenter’s face as a
single FRS template.

The performance metrics employed by the simulator are
in accordance with the recent ISO/IEC 30107–3 standard
[1]. In particular, for the MAD, we consider the Attack
Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER), that is,
the portion of the morphed images incorrectly classified as
bona-fide and the Bona-fide Presentation Classification Er-
ror Rate (BPCER), that is, the portion of the bona-fide im-
ages incorrectly classified as morphed. Then, in addition
to the False Match Rate (FMR) and the False Non-Match
Rate (FNMR), we consider the Impostor Attack Presenta-
tion Accept Rate (IAPAR), which for an integrated evalua-
tion is defined as the rate of morph attacks that successfully
pass the overall system’s checks.

In this adaptation, the simulator takes the individual FRS
and MAD ROCs as input to generate the ROC of their fu-
sion, taking into account the prior probability of being at-
tacked by morphs (w) and the specific operational point
chosen for the MAD (BPCER = p% or APCER = p%).

To motivate the usability of the simulator in the context
of morph detection and face recognition, it is necessary to
demonstrate whether the underlying algorithm can be em-
ployed in the addressed application context. Therefore, in
the following subsections, we model the problem to demon-
strate the validity of the choice before showing how the sim-
ulator can be implemented.

3.1. Problem Modeling

In the use case previously outlined, we can define G as the
boolean event “the user is authorized”, interpreted as the
presented ID document really belonging to the presenter.
Therefore, G indicates the opposite event.Secondly, let L
be the boolean event “the input image is authentic”, that is,

the ID document image is not morphed, while L indicates
that the image is morphed. We also indicate with P (G)
and P (L) the corresponding probabilities so that P (G) =
1− P (G) and P (L) = 1− P (L).

According to this notation, there are four possible joint
events:
• {L,G} the input document ID image is not morphed and

the user is authorized (bona-fide trial);
• {L,G} the input document ID image is not morphed and

the user is unauthorized (zero-effort attack);
• {L,G} the input document ID image is not morphed and

the user is unauthorized (morphing attack);
• {L,G} the input document ID image is morphed and the

user is authorized.
Note that this last event, which is not contemplated in

standard presentation attacks, may be possible in the case of
morphing if the attacker and target are accomplices and both
use the document. However, when an authorized user uses
a morphed image, he/she should still be considered unau-
thorized because the image is not real and, thus, does not
represent a bona-fide trial.

Therefore, it is possible to observe that the relationship
between L and G considered by Ref. [15] still holds in the
case of morph detection. Hence, G ⊆ L : L includes both
bona-fide trials and zero-effort attacks. Consequently, it is
possible to model the acceptance rates of a single FRS and
a MAD by first defining two events driven by the outcome
of such systems.

Considering the FRS access is granted to a user when the
comparison score sM between the document image and the
user’s face is over a given acceptance threshold s∗M . Hence,
it is possible to define this event as:

M = sM > s∗M (1)

Similarly, the MAD gives the classification of a certain in-
put sample as real or morph when the score sF is over a
certain threshold s∗F :

F = sF > s∗F (2)

Finally, on the basis of the previous definition, it is possible
to represent each access trial error rate for the individual
FRS, namely FNMR, FMR, and IAPAR, and for the indi-
vidual MAD, namely BPCER and APCER, as:

FNMR(M) = 1− P (M |G,L) (3)

FMR(M) = P (M |G,L) (4)

IAPAR(M) = P (M |G,L) (5)

BPCER(F ) = 1− P (F |L) (6)
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APCER(F ) = P (F |L) (7)

3.2. The proposed evaluation approach
Given the explicit parallelism between the face morphing detec-
tion and fingerprint presentation attack detection, as well as the
overlap in problem modeling between the related tasks, it is pos-
sible to adapt the BIOWISE simulator [15] for the analysis of the
sequential integration between an FRS and a MAD.

Therefore, we can obtain the integrated evaluation error rates
through the individual performances of the two modules and we
can define the Global FMR, thus the FMR of the integrated sys-
tems, by introducing the prior probability of a presentation attack
w = P (L,G):

GFMR(M,F ) = FMR(M,F ) · (1− w) + IAPAR(M,F ) · w
(8)

This error considers both the acceptance of zero-effort attacks and
morphing attacks.

The ROC curve of the sequential system is derived by consid-
ering the individual ROCs of the MAD and the FRS. By acting
on w and on the MAD’s operational point BPCER = p% or
APCER = p%, we may depict several possible scenarios and
evaluate the current state of MAD-FRS integration. Further perfor-
mance metrics can be extracted from the sequential system, such
as the Global Equal Error Rate (Global EER) and the Global Area
Under the ROC Curve (Global AUC), obtained from the compar-
ison between GFMR and (1-FNMR) as the acceptance threshold
varies.

4. Experimental protocol
4.1. Datasets
We employed two well-known SOTA morphing datasets for the
experiments: AMSL [16] and FRLL-Morphs [25, 27]. In partic-
ular, both AMSL and FRLL-Morphs are based on the Face Re-
search Lab London set (FRLL) 3, from which frontal photos were
used, both neutral and smiling poses (one photo of each type for
each of the 102 subjects, respectively). Regarding AMSL, pairs
of subjects were then selected to carry out a total of 2175 morphs
obtained through the method depicted in [16]. In contrast, FRLL-
Morphs employs four different techniques for the generation of
morphs: StyleGAN 2 [11], OpenCV [2], FaceMorpher, and Web-
Morph. In this case, for each technique, about 1221 were finally
generated.

4.2. Systems employed
Regarding MAD systems, the tests were carried out mainly on four
different algorithms: texture- and deep-learning-based. Regarding
the texture-based algorithms, two different SVM classifiers with
a radial basis function kernel were employed, one based on BSIF
features (3 × 3 filter size; code length equal to 8 bit) [22] and the
other on LBP features (3 points; radius equal to 5). We used the
Platt scaling [19] to the output scores from the SVM classifier.

3https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5047666.v5

In addition to the texture-based methods, we also used two
deep learning-based methods: AlexNet [14] and VGG19 [29] ar-
chitectures, which are adapted to our morph detection task through
the employment of transfer learning. The last layer is then trained
using the Adam optimizer based on Cross-Entropy Loss for the
AlexNet model and using the SGD optimizer for the VGG19
model.

As FRSs, we employed two common architectures: FaceNet
[28] and VGGFace [17]. FaceNet aims to map a face image into
a multidimensional Euclidean space. In this case, we employed a
FaceNet model based on Inception-ResNet V1 architecture [31],
pre-trained on the VGGFace2 dataset [3] and with a 512-element
vector. VGGFace is an architectural model based on VGG16 [29]
and pre-trained on two face recognition datasets: LFW [34] and
YouTube Faces [10].

4.3. Evaluation protocol
The tests were carried out in two steps: single-system and
integrated-system evaluation. The purpose of single system eval-
uation is to assess the performances of MAD and FRS systems
operating individually before employing the proposed integration
evaluation. In this regard, we divided the users of the datasets into
a pool for training the MAD and another pool for testing the sys-
tems.

Concerning the MAD training procedure, we select a pool of
62 subjects out of the 102 available. For each selected subject,
both neutral and smiling images were chosen as bona-fide samples,
resulting in 124 samples. The morphs were obtained by randomly
sampling 128 morphed images composed only of the subjects in
the training pool.

A different pool of smiling photos from 20 subjects was se-
lected as the FRS gallery. In our use case, the FRS gallery corre-
sponds to the set of users who physically present themselves at the
border control.

Finally, the test set comprises the 20 users present in the gallery
and other 20 users.

In fact, to test the integrated system, we need three different
types of comparisons: bona-fide, zero-effort impostor, and morph
trails. The first consists of the 20 neutral images of the same sub-
jects used for the gallery. The second set represents the zero-effort
impostors and includes the remaining 20 subjects selected neither
for training nor for the gallery. In this case, only the neutral images
were selected. Finally, the last set consists of morphs obtained be-
tween genuine and zero-effort impostors. All evaluations, both
on single and integrated systems, were carried out using a k-fold
cross-validation with a k-value equal to 10. In summary, for each
fold, we have the following comparisons:
• 20 bona-fide comparisons, used to calculate the BPCER of the

MAD and the FNMR of the integrated system;
• 400 zero-effort comparisons, used to calculate the BPCER of

the MAD and the FMR of the integrated system;
• about 4000 morph comparisons, used to calculate the APCER of

the MAD and the IAPAR of the integrated system (the number
of morphs varies based on the subjects included in the test for
the specific fold).
The morph comparisons for the FRLL-Morphs dataset are sep-

arated according to the kind of alterations, which enables us to
assess how well each type breaches the MAD and the integrated
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FRS Dataset FMR at
FNMR=1%

FNMR at
FMR=1%

IAPAR at
FNMR=1%

FNMR at
IAPAR=1%

FaceNet FRLL 0.03 0.00 1.92 2.75
AMSL 0.03 0.00 5.14 4.50

VGGFace FRLL 0.52 0.02 2.72 3.50
AMSL 0.50 0.00 3.64 8.00

Table 1. FRSs baseline performance on FRLL and AMSL datasets.

Figure 3. FaceNet and VggFace (FRSs) score distributions.

system. This also allows us to implement two types of protocols:
(i) intra-manipulation, where the MAD is trained and tested on all
types of manipulations (ii) cross-manipulation, where the MAD is
trained on one type and tested on the others.

5. Results
In this section, we present and discuss the results obtained from
the previously described experiments. In particular, in Subsection
5.1, we briefly report the results obtained by the FRSs. In Sub-
section 5.2, we analyze the capabilities of MADs in recognizing
morph attacks. Finally, in Subsection 5.3, we discuss the effects
of integration between FRSs and MADs in overall performance.

5.1. Face Recognition Performance
As it is possible to observe from the results of the FRS modules
(Table 1), the introduction of morphs leads to a decay in the per-
formance of the analyzed FRSs with respect to the recognition sce-
nario with only zero-effort impostors. In particular, this is caused
by a tendency of the systems to provide higher scores in the com-
parisons between bona-fide users and morphs created by includ-
ing their identity in the morphing process or to a greater disper-
sion of the related distribution with respect to the distribution of
scores related to comparisons with zero-effort impostors (Figure
3). Hence, these results confirm that morphs could represent an
issue in face recognition and, thus, that sensible application sce-
narios like border control could potentially benefit from the intro-
duction of MADs in automated face recognition processes.

5.2. MAD performance
The analyzed MADs show relevant differences in performance de-
pending on the employed morph attack (Table 2). According to the

analyzed performance metrics, it is possible to observe that, on av-
erage, the analyzed MADs show the worst detection capability on
the AMSL dataset. This result seems reasonable as morphs in the
AMSL dataset have a high visual quality and low presence of ar-
tifacts. Moreover, it is clear from the intra-manipulation results
presented in Table 2 that handcrafted approaches perform signif-
icantly worse than deep learning-based methods. However, none
of the MADs is the best on all the morph attacks, highlighting a
certain degree of complementarity between them.

This complementarity is also confirmed through the cross-
manipulation protocol, highlighting different generalization ca-
pabilities between the analyzed MADs (Figure 4). In particu-
lar, the investigation of strict operational points (i.e., APCER at
BPCER=1% and BPCER at APCER=1%) highlights that the two
most performing MADs are BSIF and VGG19, on average. Inter-
estingly, considering the single cases, it is possible to observe that
the first detector is less robust whenever morphs generated through
OpenCV are included either in the training set or in the test set, co-
herently with the intra-manipulation results. A less clear pattern is
instead shown in the case of results on VGG19, still suggesting
less robustness in cross-manipulation involving StyleGAN in ei-
ther training or test set and WebMorph in the only test set.

5.3. Performance after integration
The following analysis aims to point out the BIOWISE simulation
reliability in predicting a real MAD/FRS sequential system and
subsequently evaluate, considering the margin of error introduced
by the simulation, how the designer should interpret it. For all the
chosen FRSs and MADs, we investigated the difference between
the IAPAR obtained from the integrated systems through the stan-
dard design approach (i.e., standard IAPAR) and that estimated af-
ter the simulation (i.e., estimated IAPAR) at APCER=1% (Figure
5). In particular, it is possible to observe that the simulation tends
to underestimate the value of the IAPAR, with a more marked dif-
ference for lower values of FNMR. Still, this ∆IAPAR (between
estimated and standard values) tends to reduce for higher values of
FNMR until the overlap between the standard IAPAR curve and
the estimated one is reached. Hence, these observations suggest
that the simulation could be considered more reliable with higher
values of the FNMR. This is expected since, as the FNMR in-
creases, the system becomes more conservative in accepting sam-
ples by increasing the acceptance threshold. This increased thresh-
old, resulting in a higher rejection rate, naturally limits the oppor-
tunities for impostor attempts to be accepted, potentially making
the simulation’s IAPAR estimates more accurate. However, in real
application scenarios, the FNMR value is kept low so if the simu-
lator is used it is necessary to consider the FNMR range between 0
and 20% maximum which corresponds to an average ∆IAPAR of
6.99% (for the intra-manipulation protocol). Furthermore, com-
paring the results in the two datasets, it is possible to observe that
the results tend to be less reliable in the AMSL dataset. However,
even in the case of AMSL, the simulation permits the comparison
of the various combinations since the trend in the difference be-
tween the standard IAPAR and the estimated one is comparable
for the different combinations of integrated systems (Figure 6).

The BIOWISE simulation results are reported in Tables 3,4 and
5. Considering the Global EER at various operating conditions and
attack probability, the results from the intra-manipulation protocol
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FRLL-Morphs
OpenCV (cv)

FRLL-Morphs
FaceMorpher (fm)

FRLL-Morphs
StyleGan2 (sg)

FRLL-Morphs
WebMorph (wm) AMSL

EER [%] AUC [%] EER [%] AUC [%] EER [%] AUC [%] EER [%] AUC [%] EER [%] AUC [%]
AlexNet 11.99 90.63 11.50 90.65 14.97 89.19 13.37 87.62 13.15 87.79

LBP 27.55 81.73 23.24 86.75 11.62 95.10 34.62 68.57 27.94 79.56
BSIF 11.93 94.29 0.57 99.97 2.69 99.50 0.12 99.98 26.84 80.13

VGG19 2.82 99.48 3.14 99.36 2.19 99.71 2.55 99.76 10.31 94.17

Table 2. Results obtained from MADs on the FRLL and AMSL datasets with the intra-manipulation protocol.

Figure 4. APCER at BPCER=1% (first column) and BPCER
at APCER=1% (second column) obtained with the cross-
manipulation protocol by employing AlexNet (a), LBP (b), BSIF
(c), and VGG19 (d) as MADs.

on the FRLL dataset revealed that the FRSs could benefit more
from the integration of BSIF and VGG19 than other MADS, espe-
cially when considering extremely conservative operational points
in terms of admissible unrecognized attacks. Therefore, this out-
come confirms the previous observations from the analysis of the

Figure 5. Standard and estimated average IAPAR in intra-
manipulation experiments from the possible combination of FRSs
and MADs in FRLL (a) and AMSL (b).

Figure 6. Normalized difference between standard and es-
timated IAPAR (Standard IAPAR−Estimated IAPAR

Standard IAPAR
) in intra-

manipulation experiments from the possible combination of FRSs
and MADs in AMSL.

APCER AlexNet BSIF LBP VGG19

FaceNet
1% 16.00 ± 0.00 3.95 ± 0.04 15.98 ± 0.36 4.90 ± 0.06

10% 16.60 ± 0.00 1.97 ± 0.08 6.93 ± 0.04 1.97 ± 0.07
20% 3.05 ± 0.05 1.94 ± 0.06 5.01 ± 0.06 1.96 ± 0.06

VGGFace
1% 16.60 ± 0.00 15.16 ± 0.39 16.44 ± 0.09 15.45 ± 0.48

10% 16.60 ± 0.00 14.98 ± 0.38 15.73 ± 0.20 15.03 ± 0.35
20% 15.39 ± 0.30 14.99 ± 0.38 15.52 ± 0.26 15.09 ± 0.32

Table 3. Global Equal Error Rate [%] obtained from integration
on the FRLL dataset with the intra-manipulation protocol.

single MADs in intra-manipulation scenarios.
Considering the two FRSs, the integration of FaceNet high-

lighted the best performance. In particular, taking into account the
integration with the most performing MADs, it provides similar re-
sults on the less challenging operational points (i.e., APCER=10%
and APCER=20%) while revealing more significant differences at
APCER=1%, with a difference of almost 1% of EER with respect
to the integration with VGG19. Another interesting aspect is that
these two combinations highlighted an EER that varies little with
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APCER AlexNet BSIF LBP VGG19

FaceNet
1% 50.00 ± 0.00 49.85 ± 0.08 49.82 ± 0.11 49.54 ± 0.27

10% 50.00 ± 0.00 47.96 ± 1.18 48.06 ± 1.13 13.24 ± 0.12
20% 6.00 ± 0.12 38.56 ± 0.09 30.93 ± 0.10 6.78 ± 0.11

VGGFace
1% 50.00 ± 0.00 49.85 ± 0.08 49.82 ± 0.11 49.54 ± 0.27

10% 50.00 ± 0.00 47.97 ± 1.18 48.06 ± 1.13 46.51 ± 0.90
20% 45.02 ± 0.78 48.46 ± 1.27 48.82 ± 1.09 45.19 ± 0.77

Table 4. Global Equal Error Rate [%] obtained from integration
on the AMSL dataset with the intra-manipulation protocol.

APCER AlexNet BSIF LBP VGG19

FaceNet
1% 4.55 ± 0.00 0.53 ± 0.01 4.49 ± 0.03 3.54 ± 0.00

10% 4.55 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.01 4.41 ± 0.08 1.15 ± 0.00
20% 2.25 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.01 4.23 ± 0.00 0.53 ± 0.00

VGGFace
1% 4.55 ± 0.00 4.27 ± 0.10 4.89 ± 0.03 4.44 ± 0.15

10% 4.55 ± 0.00 4.27 ± 0.11 4.42 ± 0.08 4.44 ± 0.11
20% 4.50 ± 0.12 4.26 ± 0.11 4.45 ± 0.13 4.36 ± 0.10

Table 5. Global Equal Error Rate [%] obtained from integration
on the FRLL dataset with the cross-manipulation protocol.

respect to the attack probability. From a designer’s perspective,
this could be advantageous whenever a system is required to be
employed in application scenarios where it is difficult to estimate
the actual attack probability.

The results on AMSL (Table 4) revealed instead that none of
the investigated combinations are able to provide satisfactory per-
formance, with an EER lower than 10% only at APCER=1% when
combining FaceNet with either AlexNet or VGG19. This high-
lights that if single MADs lead to a high EER, integration with an
FRS is not recommended.

Unexpectedly, the cross-manipulation results (Table 5) high-
lighted an improvement in average performance concerning the
corresponding intra-manipulation results. This behaviour of the
integrated systems can be explained by the analysis of the individ-
ual systems: while the MADs often have a higher misclassifica-
tion rate for more realistic morphs (e.g. without artefacts, as for
the GAN-generated morphs), FRSs tend to make fewer errors with
this type of sample. This discrepancy suggests that for a morph to
appear more realistic and thus more challenging for MAD systems
to detect, it must incorporate changes that make it diverge from the
original contributing identities. For this reason, the integration of
the two systems tends to work better in a cross-manipulation con-
text: poorly elaborated morphs that maintain more information re-
lating to individuals are blocked by the MAD (both if trained on
GAN-generated samples and landmark-based) while morphs that
are realistic but divergent from the original identities are blocked
by the FRS.

From this analysis, some guidelines for designers of integrated
systems can be extracted:
• It is critical to include a wide range of samples in the MAD train-

ing process, even those that may appear visually unrealistic. Al-
though the human operator has no difficulty in identifying them
as fakes, the FRS may be more affected by these types of attacks
which keep the information of the contributors unchanged and it
is therefore essential that the MAD blocks this type of attacks.

• The most effective integrated system may not necessarily be
comprised of the highest-performing MAD and FRS when con-
sidered separately. Instead, the emphasis should be on how ef-
fectively these components work together. Simulations, such

as those provided by BIOWISE, can be useful in determining
which combinations of MAD and FRS provide the most com-
patibility and complementing advantages.

• The results revealed that some MADs are not ready to be inte-
grated with an FRS due to their high APCERs. This highlights
the urgent need for continued research to develop MAD tech-
niques that succeed at generalization across never-seen-before
attacks.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the employment of MADs in face recognition appli-
cations, allowing an in-depth analysis of the performance obtained
after integrating a MAD and an FRS.

Although the simulation leads to an underestimation of the er-
rors of the integrated system, its primary utility lies not in exact
precision but in identifying potential trends. Extensive experi-
ments on two FRSs and four MADs and the evaluation of the ef-
fectiveness of the related integrated systems confirmed the valid-
ity of the estimate, emphasizing that the best among the integrated
systems is not necessarily composed of the best MAD and the best
FRS. Similarly, the results highlighted that the choices between the
available MADs and FRSs should be driven by the required oper-
ating conditions, both in terms of attack probability and tolerated
frequency of misclassifications on morphs or bona-fide images.

It must be remarked that the proposed evaluation approach is
related to a sequential integration between the involved modules,
although parallel integrations could be suitable as well, as high-
lighted by other biometric traits dealing with presentation attacks.
However, the sequential approach represents a simple and flexible
way of performing such a combination, and, to our knowledge, the
integrated evaluation approach is still not present in the literature
related to morphs.

Future studies should extend the analysis to other combinations
between FRSs and MADS, also extending the investigation of fur-
ther and more numerous datasets. Similarly, the complementarity
between MAD approaches, revealed by the morph detection ca-
pability on the single morphing processes, should also be further
investigated, introducing new morph generation processes and an-
alyzing new MADs. Despite these limitations, through this contri-
bution, we try to add a piece for a future and effective introduction
of MADs in facial recognition processes to improve security in
sensitive application scenarios like border control and searching
for wanted persons.
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